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My Tomboy was the first scratch built model plane
that I had made since 'Blister' in 1963 and the first
time I had applied modern polyester covering to
balsawood framework. Since learning the rudiments
of flying a model plane in 2009 and the Summer of
2014, I had constructed and deconstructed several
'spad' type planes including 'the black plague', but I
had not scratch built another real model with traditional balsa and covering methods.
The opportunity arose one Sunday when Merv
approached my port quarter and offered to sell me
his Powerhouse 83" kitset. I jumped at the chance
to build another Tomboy like project and to participate in the Vintage competition. I
suggested to Greg that he should
also build a Vintage model and that
together we could build a pair of
these Powerhouse 83 models.
I built my plane during the Summer
of 2014/2015 and made the majority
of progress during the Christmas
New Year break when I had the factory to myself sans any interruptions. I copied the parts from my
kitset onto balsa for Greg's plane and
built two fins and tailplanes while I
had the jigs set up. I built a modified
fin because I did not like the
semi-circle outline of the design, so I
matched the tailplane shape. I was
very ably assisted for four or five
days by my little friend Insy Winsy
(see photo) who worked tirelessly
24/7 before setting off in search of a
mate.
After finishing the woodwork I used a
whole spraycan of purple paint to colour all of the
framework inside and out. I used a roll of polyester
iron-on covering from Hobbyking and I had to make

paper patterns and carefully map out the cutting in
order to be able to cut all the needed covering from
the one roll. There are only scraps left over.
I first powered my Powerhouse with a Kyosho 56
helicopter engine that I scored for nothing from my
friend Grant in Auckland who hates 'planks'. This
engine was plenty powerful enough but had a
penchant for ceasing rotation during the climb, so I
took up Grant's offer of an OS50 helicopter engine
which has proved both more powerful and absolutely
reliable.
I must have spent in excess of 150 hours building
Powerhouse including the building of the parts for
Greg's plane. Mr Powerhouse
flys like a glider and I need
only 30 seconds of power to
gain enough height for the
three minutes, but I use 35
seconds to be sure. Almost
always I have to push
significant elevator to descend
to meet the time.
Powerhouse was designed by
Sal Taibi in 1938 or 1939. You
can read about Sal and his
planes by dialling up these
articles;
www.modelaviation.com/
saltaibifunfly
http://
scamps.homestead.com/
Article_for_Powerhouse_2013.pdf
Happy modelling

President’s Report
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Greg Findon
Again this past month the weather has not been
kind, with no flying at the field, hopefully with spring
just a few days away we should be able to get back
into flying and Club competition. I know that a few
have taken up the offer from Lew Wood’s and the
Levin Club to use their field, this has been greatly
appreciated.

Birthday Greetings, on my list the following Club
members had birthdays in August: Graham and

The second indoor flying night was held during
month. Only 8 flyers attended, which is disappointing as the survey at the beginning of the year indicated there would be more support making indoor
flying a viable event for the Club to continue hosting
this year. The next indoor flying evening is scheduled for 4 September and is the last for this year,
let’s hope there is more support from Club members.
The Club’s annual auction was held during the
month. Compared with previous auction evenings, I
think numbers attending were down, which gave
some members great deals but there were also
some great deals that were passed in. My thanks to
those that supported the event by offering gear for
auction or by bidding. If the Club wants the auction
to remain on the calendar, I think a change is format
needs to be considered. For the Club the hall costs
were covered plus $57.00 banked.

Maurice Job, Hamish Loveridge and Flemming Ravn.
Congratulations to you all, I hope you had a great
day.
To all members, the weather is about to improve,
flying will resume, let’s get out the field and enjoy
ourselves.
Regards, Greg Findon
President, PN Aeroneers

Club Captain’s Report
Peter Vining
It looks like winter may have gone and we can get back to flying
again at the field. Weather permitting Sunday 2nd September could
see us back at the field.
Indoor flying has not been well attended this year particularly by the
Aeroneers members. With one more night to go please come along
and support otherwise this event may not occur next year.
The Club auction this year had some great items for sale and for a
good price. However, there were not enough buyers there to make
this auction a good one. The Committee will look at ways to make
changes to the format and get more items sold.
Look forward to seeing you at the field.
Peter Vining, Club Captain, August 2018
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From the Editor’s Desk
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Linda Lambess

Spring has arrived and it is interesting to see what is
appearing and blooming in our new garden. It is a
very full garden and every day there is something
new flowering. I am looking forward to the good
gardening weather—handy to have a flyer in the
house who is always checking the weather forecast!

This club is very lucky to have a small group of
enthusiastic members who work hard to keep the
members informed as to what is happening—
however over the last few months, what is happening seems to be nothing—flying, field closed due to
conditions out of their control; weather—it’s been
very wet, once again out of our control; indoor flying
and auction—had poor response from members and
building—well I have asked for photos of the
building bench and received nothing so I guess there
is nothing happening there either.
This group of enthusiastic members are essential in
every club, every organisation including community
groups, special interest groups, charity groups—it is
the Pareto principle—80% of effort comes from 20%
of the people! No club can allow this 20% of people
to become de-motivated. People are busy everyone
has other things to do. I don’t understand why we

are busier now days than we were prior to
everything being automated but we are! There are
more ways to communicate than ever before
however we allow ourselves to forget about those
people who in some way are trying to assist us with
our chosen hobby.
We receive club emails — does anyone ever say
“Thanks — will be there”, “sorry I can’t make it this
weekend.” No we take it for granted. We may
appreciate the email.
Perhaps we don’t reply
because we don’t want
to fill the senders inbox
with “Thanks”. However
these can be easily
deleted but have shown
acknowledgment and
the
effort
is
appreciated.
It would be good if every member submitted an idea
of what they would like from the club—would
organise an event which involved club members and
possibly their wives, partners and family. Change
does not need to come from the 20% of the people.
Everything and anything should be up for evaluation;
just because it's always been done that way, doesn't
mean it should continue to be the case. Have your
input and become more involved—we are in this club
together.
Hope to catch up soon.
Happy Landings, Linda.

When someone gives you
their time, they are giving up a
portion of their life that they
will never get back so please
don’t make them regret it.

Indoor
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Tuesday August 14

Ivan, Des and Greg show off the variety of models flying

The slow, the fast and everything in between.

Last Palmerston North Indoor of the Year!
This Tuesday 4 September, Pascal Street Stadium.
7.30 pm $10 to cover hall hire. All welcome.

Vintage Results — 2018
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Philip Pearpoint
There was no Vintage this month, of course, due to lambing, but hopefully we can
resume our flying in September.
With only 3 competition months left there is still time to improve your placing for
this year.
See you all on Sunday the 9th, Philip
June
Position

Club Member

Maximum
Points—600

Overall
position

YTD

1

Bradley Pearpoint

597

10

597

2

Mike Randall

576

3

2228

3

Tama Randall

572

1

2298

4

Philip Pearpoint

558

8

1036

5

Flemming Ravn

552

4

2150

6

Bruce McKay

531

2

2285

7

Greg Findon

502

6

2125

8

Bruce Woodfield

500

5

2143

9

Peter Vining

416

7

1673

-

Brian Dickons

DNC

9

662

-

Terry Lawless

DNC

11

520

-

Merv Matthews

DNC

12

505

Next contest - 9 September

Buddy Box
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Balls to the wall:
First attested in the 1960s in the
context of aviation. Probably
coined by pilots whose throttle levers had round, ball-like tops and
for whom putting the "balls to the
wall" (the firewall of the aircraft)
meant making the aircraft fly as
quickly as possible.

INDOOR
FLYING
Pascal St Stadium
Palmerston North

Email: editor@aeroneers.com

$10 to cover hall hire. All
welcome

School holidays and
more kids out on the
rural roads please
take care when
driving to and from
the field.
Please stick to 60
kms down Spur
Road .

Wanted—photos, articles, letters to the
editor, links to articles or videos, jokes —
ANYTHING!
Everyone of you have a story What project are you working on?
Is there anything interesting you have
read online that you should share with
your fellow modellers?

This Tuesday
4 September

Last night

WANTED

Volunteers
Wanted

Phone Peter or
Greg if you can
go on the roster
to mow the
strip.

Buddy Box
Letter to
the Editor
Unfortunately we were unable to
get to the auction but would like
to thank those club members who
made it happen.
There are many things to organise, hall hireage, set up, for sale
items, promotion of the event,
auctioneer, recorder, clean up
down, to buying the biscuits for
the cuppa. Without club members
willingly doing the work—there
would be no auction.
Linda

To everyone
celebrating a
birthday this month.
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Vintage in Levin

Two Palmerston North Aeroneers members, Greg and
Ladderman joined in the Levin Model Club vintage meeting
this month. The day started looking like a beautiful sunny
day when you looked west and not so good looking east and
it was a day that the east one, however there were lots of
good flights by a wide variety of vintage planes.
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Herc does loop
By TED THORNHILL FOR MAILONLINE, published 4 August 2018

Think of aerobatics and it's fighter jets and light aircraft
that spring to mind.
But the crowds at the recent Farnborough Airshow were
treated to the sight of a new Rolls-Royce-powered LM100J Hercules transport plane pulling outrageously nimble
manoeuvres – including a loop. The man at the controls
was chief test pilot Wayne Roberts – and his stunt was
caught on camera.
Caption 1—2: The crowds at the recent Farnborough
Airshow were treated to the sight of a new Rolls-Roycepowered LM100-J
Hercules transport plane pulling
outrageously nimble manoeuvres – including a loop. The
images here show it climbing vertically then approaching
the top of the loop
3: The man at the controls was chief test pilot Wayne
Roberts – and his stunt was caught on camera
4: Down we go: The huge aircraft, which has a wingspan
bigger than a 737's, hurtles vertically downwards (left).
Then it pulls out safely, with onlookers in awe.
Footage shows the Lockheed Martin aircraft – which has a
132ft wingspan, bigger than a 737's – flying up vertically,
then completely upside down, then hurtling vertically
downwards, leaving onlookers with their jaws on the floor.
The video was posted by Lockheed Martin to YouTube,
and it left internet users in awe, too.
One, called 'Alpha Centauri', commented: 'No way, this
thing is defying the laws of gravity… is this what you guys
are hiding from us in Area 51?'
And 'C2Greyhound1964' said 'I never thought I would see
a C-130 model do a Loop. That was crazy'.
Roberts practised his eight-minute Farnborough routine
over 100 times in a simulator and 10 times in a real plane
before the performance over southern England.
5:
Roberts practised his eight-minute Farnborough
routine over 100 times in a simulator and 10 times in a
real plane before the performance over southern England
(pictured)
6: This image shows the Hercules coming in to land at
Farnborough. It was chief test pilot Wayne Roberts' last
airshow
It was a 'max performance' of the aircraft, he said.
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Pre-1939
Trans-Tasman Flights
Date

Pilot, etc.

Aircraft

Route

Time

10-11 Sept. 1928

C. Kingsford Smith,
C. T. P. Ulm,
H. A. Litchfield,
T. H. McWilliam

3-engined Fokker

Richmond-Christchurch

14h 25m

13 Oct. 1928

Same as above

Same as above

Blenheim-Richmond

22h 51m

7 Jan. 1931

Guy Menzies

Single-engine AvroAvian

Sydney-Harihari

12h 12m

(Southern Cross)

(Southern Cross Junior)
28 March—6 June 1931

Francis Chichester

Single-engined de
Havilland Moth with
floats (Elijah)

Parengarenga-Norfolk Is.
Lord Howe Is.-Jervis Bay

19h 48m

11 Jan. 1933

Kingsford Smith,
P. G. Taylor

Southern Cross

Gerringong-New Plymouth

14h 10m

26 Mar. 1933

Same as above

Same as above

90-mile Beach-Sydney

13h 34m

3 Dec. 1933

C. T. P. Ulm, G. U. Allen

3-engined Avro

Sydney-New Plymouth

14h 27rn

13 Jan. 1934

Kingsford Smith,
P. G. Taylor

Southern Cross

Richmond-New Plymouth

15h 25m

17 Feb. 1934

C. T. P. Ulm, G. U. Allen

Faith in Australia

Muriwai Beach-Sydney

14h lOm

29 Mar. 1934

Kingsford Smith
P. G. Taylor

Southern Cross

90-mile Beach-Sydney

13h 25m

11-12 Apr. 1934

C. T. P. Ulm, G. U. Allen

Faith in Australia

Richmond-New Plymouth

16h 46m

14 Apr. 1934

Same as above

Same as above

90-mile Beach-Sydney

llh 58m

11-12 May 1934

C. T. P. Ulm, G. U. Allen

Same as above

Richmond-New Plymouth

14h 26m

2 July 1934

Same as above

Faith in Australia

90-mile Beach-Sydney

15h 35m

14 Nov. 1934

J. D. Hewett, C. E. Kay

2-engined de Havilland
Dragon Rapide

Richmond-Palmerston
North

12h 9m

22 Nov. 1934

R. G. Whitehead,
R. Nicholl

Single-engined Puss
Moth

Gerringong-Doubtless Bay

14h 40m

18 Oct. 1935

W. M. O'Hara

Single-engined Klemm- Richmond-Auckland
Eagle

12h 47m

16 Oct. 1936

Jean Batten

Single-engined Percival Richmond-Auckland
Gull

lOh 30m

15 Nov. 1936

L. E. Clark

Single-engined Percival Richmond-Blenheim
Gull

I 2 50 in

27 Dec. 1937

J. W. Burgess

4-engined Empire flying Sydney-Auckland
-boat (Centaurus)

9h lOrn

10 Jan. 1938

Same as above

Same as above

lOhr Om

20 Mar. 1938

A.E. Clouston,
V. Ricketts

2-engined de Havilland- Sydney—Blenheim,
Comet

6h 58m

21 Mar. 1938

Same as above

Same as above

8h 20m

(Faith in Australia)

Auckland-Sydney

Blenheim—Sydney

From Civil Aviation in NZ—David Rendel

Cross wind landings
Crosswind Landings
What could possibly go wrong?
BY STEVE KROG
CROSSWIND LANDINGS CONTINUE to cause sweaty
palms and mild cases of indigestion whenever
discussed among the local gang of hangar pilots. As
many of you have heard me say before, hours of
pleasure flying are missed by many due to a fear of
crosswinds.
I recently was working on crosswind landings with a
longtime pilot who was relatively new to tailwheel
flying. He had contacted me expressing a desire to
become a better, more relaxed, and confident tailwheel pilot, as he was experiencing a lot of anxiety
whenever he flew his recently acquired Cub.

Wind
Wind
WIND

In this illustration the pilot relaxed on both the
aileron and elevator input. The windward wing and
the tail lift off the ground. Now the pilot has a
situation on their hands.
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SETTING THE STAGE
We began our flights working from the turf runway,
which provided us with a good starting point from
which to establish a base and to measure progress.
Other than experiencing a few bounces during the
three-point landing, all went well. The wheel
landings were equally safe and smooth. His ability to
handle the Cub safely on turf was evident, especially
with no crosswind.
Then it was time to switch runways and begin tackling crosswind landings, in this case a crosswind
from left to right at approximately 30 degrees and
10 mph. It was immediately apparent that his
anxiety was building at the mention of a crosswind
landing. A method I like to use in this situation is to
do a crosswind takeoff and closely observe the
pilot’s control inputs. He made all the right control
movements, but they were very stiff and almost
always a split-second behind the aircraft when they
were needed.
As we made our turn onto the left downwind leg of
the pattern, I told the student we would not land on
this approach but rather align the aircraft with the
runway and make a low pass at 10 feet. This allows
the pilot to first establish the needed left wing down
and right rudder inputs, and then hold these for the
length of the runway as needed for the left to right
crosswind. I manage the power inputs when conducting this maneuver, so the pilot can concentrate
on maintaining runway alignment.
One or two passes of this nature help build
confidence. If the wind is somewhat gusty or the
direction is variable, the 10-foot pass also allows the
individual to experience those changes and make the
needed control corrections without having to worry
about maintaining proper direction on the runway
surface. The next approach includes a crosswind
landing using the three-point or near full stall
landing configuration.
Upon turning onto the final approach, the pilot
establishes the correct left wing down, opposite right
rudder inputs to keep the airplane flying and
descending on a straight line toward the runway
end. At approximately 10 feet above the runway,
back-pressure is applied to arrest the descent, and
the pilot’s line of sight transitions from looking over
the nose to looking approximately 30 degrees left or

right of the nose and extending the line of sight until
it intersects the runway edge. On a 75-foot-wide run
- way, this distance is the equivalent to about two
runway lights ahead of the aircraft. This sight picture
allows the pilot to maintain depth perception while
the peripheral vision detects nose movement left
and right.

It is imperative that pilots
relax as much as can be achieved
prior to the crosswind landing.

As the aircraft slows and begins to settle, additional
back-pressure is applied, establishing the flare.
While doing so, left wing down aileron and opposite
right rudder are continued, keeping the longitudinal
axis aligned with the runway centerline. As the
touchdown occurs, the stick or yoke is held in the
full aft position throughout the rollout. If the
crosswind is more than a few miles per hour, the left
main landing gear should touch down simultaneously
with the tailwheel. As speed and lift dissipate, the
right main will touch down. Aileron and rudder
correction may vary depending on crosswind velocity
and directional variability. Both aileron and rudder
inputs should be maintained throughout the rollout,
preventing the aircraft from weather vaning or
pointing into the wind. Continue holding the aileron
correction and frequently tapping the right rudder
pedal until exiting the runway. It sounds quite
simple, doesn’t it?
ERRORS AND OBSERVATIONS
The most common error I’ve observed is pilots
getting tense and apprehensive, leading to stiff, slow
control inputs. Tension builds as they get closer to
the runway and touching down. Sometimes I’ve seen
people hold their breath on short final, adding to
tension. With tension comes tight muscles, leading
to stiff, mechanical, and slow control inputs. The
grip on the control stick or yoke can be measured in
foot-pounds.
It is imperative that pilots relax as much as can be
achieved prior to the crosswind landing. I have
students take long, deep, relaxing breaths while on
the base leg of the traffic pattern. Then, after
turning onto the final approach and establishing the
correct aileron and rudder inputs to compensate for
the crosswind, I ask the students to continue those
deep breaths while wiggling their toes and fingers.

This practice helps relax the leg and arm muscles,
allowing for more fluid control inputs as needed.
The second most common error is students
slamming the stick or yoke all the way to the stop in
the direction of the wind the instant the wheels
touch the runway. For several more seconds after
the touchdown and while the airspeed is dissipating,
the wings are still able to generate enough lift to
raise the aircraft off the runway. This movement will
usually cause the wing opposite the wind’s direction
to rise, picking up the main gear with it. Rather than
making this mistake, I have students continue full
aileron application but at a steady, slower, and more
fluid rate, as the airplane slows.
A third error is really a continuation of the second
error. When full aileron deflection is applied too
quickly, raising the wing away from the wind, the
first reaction students will make is to rapidly move
the control stick from full deflection in one direction
to full deflection in the other to bring the wing down.
While doing so, they frequently release the backpressure on the stick. In our example, the left wing
rises as well as the tail. The wings — especially the
left wing — are again generating lift rather than
being in a stall configuration. At this point, if no
corrective action is taken, the airplane will
weathervane into the wind and begin heading for
the tall grass bordering the runway. The left wing is
generating lift but also drag, further pulling the
aircraft leftward toward the runway edge or worse.
A quick right rudder application aligning the
airplane’s longitudinal axis with the runway and applying full power for a go-around is the best solution
at this point.
Another error I’ve observed during a crosswind
landing is forgetting to continue flying the airplane
immediately after touching down. Pilots will relax on
all control inputs. This is often a sign they were quite
tense in preparation for the landing. The pilots are
so happy to have landed in a crosswind that once on
the ground, they breathe a sigh of relief, relax, and
forget to keep flying. Most crosswind landing
incidents and accidents occur 5-10 seconds after
touching down, confirming this observation.
Throughout flight training, instructors often preach
to students to touch down on the runway centerline,
sometimes chastising them for not doing so. When
landing in a crosswind and missing the centerline,
students or low-time pilots might attempt to direct
the airplane over to the centerline. This, in my
opinion, is a huge mistake during a crosswind
landing. If touching down slightly left or right of the
centerline, I teach getting the aircraft parallel with
the centerline and proceeding straight forward from

there. Do not attempt to move to the centerline
when landing in a crosswind. You’re only creating an
opportunity for a problem that need not exist.
A less common crosswind error I’ve observed is the
attempt by pilots to look over the nose while in the
flare and before touching down. Some tailwheel
aircraft have a low enough profile that pilots can
comfortably see over the nose while taxiing and,
with a little effort, can still see over the nose during
the flare and landing. The Cessna 170 is a good
example. However, many other tailwheel aircraft
have a profile that restricts forward visibility even
while taxiing.
If landing in a gusty crosswind, attempting to look
over the nose in one of these aircraft will potentially
cause pilots a big problem. Because forward visibility
is restricted, they have no reference to determine
either the height above the runway or the left or
right drift that may be occurring. This is an incident
waiting to happen. The line of sight pilots should
employ is no different in a crosswind configuration
than in a no-wind landing. Establish the diagonal line
of sight as the aircraft is leveled from the approach
descent, and continue that line of sight through the
flare and touchdown, and until you have safely
exited the runway. Do not attempt to carry out cockpit tasks while rolling out on the landing.
Crosswind landings are not inherently dangerous.
They can be a challenge, but practicing from time to
time helps establish and maintain a level of
proficiency. That way, the next time you arrive at
the airport for a pleasure flight, you cannot talk
yourself out of flying because of the light crosswind.

Crosswind landings can also create anxiety among
the folks on the ground. ILLUSTRATION COURTESY
OF STEVE KROG

Steve Krog, EAA 173799, has been flying
for more than four decades and
giving tailwheel instruction for nearly as long.
In 2006 he launched Cub Air Flight,
a flight-training school using tailwheel
aircraft for all primary training.

Nasa seems to
be an attraction
for modellers

;’/
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Indoor
INDOOR
FLYING
4 September
Pascal St Stadium.
$10 to cover hall
hire. All welcome

Last night—Mark
your calendar now!

Indoor Flying with the Levin Club
Everyone is invited to indoor flying on
Thursday 6 Sep 2018, from 1.00-3.00pm. $10 charge to cover hall costs.
To gauge interest please contact Ivan Huntley, (Ivan’s email click here) or by
phone Mobile — 021 210 6138 or landline — 06 2102910
Horowhenua Events Centre and Showgrounds Levin map click here

September
2 September - 2 metre gliders
4 September - Indoor flying

October
7 October - 2 metre gliders
14 October - Tomboy and vintage

20 September - Committee meeting

17 October - Committee meeting
21 October - Radian, cub and scale

16 September - Radian, cub and scale

22 October – Labour day

27 September - Club night

27 October - Club night

23 September - Combat and assassin

28 October - Combat and assassin

30 September - Deadline Servo Chatter for
September

31 October - Deadline Servo Chatter for
November

1 October - November Servo Chatter will be
online

1 November - November Servo Chatter will be
online

9 September - Tomboy and vintage

Check our website for update information:
www.aeroneers.com

S P I T F I R E (TBC)

99 mins | Documentary | Directed by David Fairhead, Ant
Palmer, Starring Tom Neil, Geoffrey Wellum, Mary Ellis
Spitfire is a feature documentary film about the people and
the planes that helped win the Battle of Britain and ultimately,
the Second World War.
Times & Tickets at Focal Point Feilding.
Click here for Website
Saturday 1 Sep:
10:40 AM 05:50 PM 08:10 PM
Sunday 2 Sep:
10:40 AM Sold Out 05:50 PM Sold Out 08:10 PM
Monday 3 Sep:
10:40 AM 05:50 PM 08:10 PM
Tuesday 4 Sep:
10:40 AM 05:50 PM 08:10 PM
Wednesday 5 Sep:
10:40 AM 05:50 PM 08:10 PM

Our only public flying display this
Summer will be at Wings Over
Wairarapa airshow at Hood
Aerodrome, 22-24th February
2019.
Come and see us fly!
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Club Information and
Committee Members

Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Club Flying Site:
End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Subscriptions

Committee
President:
Greg Findon, 06 356 1571
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
Bruce Woodfield, 029 357 8039
vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary
Bruce Withell, 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com
Club Captain:
Peter Vining, 027 443 2378
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell, 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess, 06 3626513
021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Alvah Brickhill, 021 0522875
Tama Randell, 027 2920363
Phil Pearpoint, 06 3239093

Senior Membership $140
(this subs include the
$75 NZMAA affiliation)
Family Membership $145
Junior (under 18) $40
Associate $40
Associate Flying $65
Subs are per annum.
Please pay Clive Martis or any committee member
or online to Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00
Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to
include your name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Clive of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

Club hats and
shirts
Club hats and shirts are
available.
Hat - $15
Your typical fisherman “Gilligan” style.

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

Shirt - $30
They are 100% Dri-zone polyester, antisnag and moisture wicking.
UPF rating 50+.
See a committee member.

